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About This Game

Game Key Features:

In-Game TRULY unique levels, each level is a new game with different theme including pl 5d3b920ae0 

Title: XNemesis
Genre: Action, Indie

Developer:
XProd Games

Publisher:
XProd Games

Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x86 or x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 3 GB RAM

English

xnemesis sandbox. xnemesis sandbox

This is a side-scrolling shoot'em up with some really good visuals. The game seems to be quite packed with backgrounds,
enemies and music requiring around 4 GB to install. Once you optimise your mouse sensitivity and realise that your ship

has both primary and secondary weapons, the game is actually quite fun to play. It has 8 levels in total and apparently
you can design your own levels and enemies (although I haven't tried the editor much).. This is a side-scrolling shoot'em
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up with some really good visuals. The game seems to be quite packed with backgrounds, enemies and music requiring
around 4 GB to install. Once you optimise your mouse sensitivity and realise that your ship has both primary and

secondary weapons, the game is actually quite fun to play. It has 8 levels in total and apparently you can design your own
levels and enemies (although I haven't tried the editor much).. horrible controls, bad level editor, i would only reccomend

it to troll someone. This is a side-scrolling shoot'em up with some really good visuals. The game seems to be quite
packed with backgrounds, enemies and music requiring around 4 GB to install. Once you optimise your mouse

sensitivity and realise that your ship has both primary and secondary weapons, the game is actually quite fun to play. It
has 8 levels in total and apparently you can design your own levels and enemies (although I haven't tried the editor

much).. The animations look really good but the gameplay is total crap. Enemies donu2019t scroll by, they stay around
moving in a stupid way as more and more continue to appear since you probably canu2019t kill them fast enough. They
all shoot at you at once, you can barely see what youu2019re doing, you die quickly while feeling like youu2019re not

even playing. Everyone seems to be comparing this to classic arcade games like R-Type, but Iu2019m just not seeing it.
Those games are too hard for my liking, but not because theyu2019re unplayable. As for the customization. they hugely
advertise that you can change anything, even the default stuff. But if you import your own image, and try to change the

animation properties to your liking, it will refuse to let you by saying itu2019s u201cprotectedu201d. Even if you
attempt to make your own level from scratch, same thing will happen if you try to change the playeru2019s animation

properties. So I unfortunately gave up on this.. horrible controls, bad level editor, i would only reccomend it to troll
someone. The animations look really good but the gameplay is total crap. Enemies donu2019t scroll by, they stay around
moving in a stupid way as more and more continue to appear since you probably canu2019t kill them fast enough. They
all shoot at you at once, you can barely see what youu2019re doing, you die quickly while feeling like youu2019re not

even playing. Everyone seems to be comparing this to classic arcade games like R-Type, but Iu2019m just not seeing it.
Those games are too hard for my liking, but not because theyu2019re unplayable. As for the customization. they hugely
advertise that you can change anything, even the default stuff. But if you import your own image, and try to change the

animation properties to your liking, it will refuse to let you by saying itu2019s u201cprotectedu201d. Even if you
attempt to make your own level from scratch, same thing will happen if you try to change the playeru2019s animation

properties. So I unfortunately gave up on this.. The animations look really good but the gameplay is total crap. Enemies
donu2019t scroll by, they stay around moving in a stupid way as more and more continue to appear since you probably

canu2019t kill them fast enough. They all shoot at you at once, you can barely see what youu2019re doing, you die
quickly while feeling like youu2019re not even playing. Everyone seems to be comparing this to classic arcade games

like R-Type, but Iu2019m just not seeing it. Those games are too hard for my liking, but not because theyu2019re
unplayable. As for the customization. they hugely advertise that you can change anything, even the default stuff. But if
you import your own image, and try to change the animation properties to your liking, it will refuse to let you by saying
itu2019s u201cprotectedu201d. Even if you attempt to make your own level from scratch, same thing will happen if you
try to change the playeru2019s animation properties. So I unfortunately gave up on this.. This is a side-scrolling shoot'em

up with some really good visuals. The game seems to be quite packed with backgrounds, enemies and music requiring
around 4 GB to install. Once you optimise your mouse sensitivity and realise that your ship has both primary and

secondary weapons, the game is actually quite fun to play. It has 8 levels in total and apparently you can design your own
levels and enemies (although I haven't tried the editor much).. horrible controls, bad level editor, i would only reccomend

it to troll someone
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